Rapid phenotypic characterization of Salmonella enterica strains by pyrolysis metastable atom bombardment mass spectrometry with multivariate statistical and artificial neural network pattern recognition.
Pyrolysis mass spectrometry was investigated for rapid characterization of bacteria. Spectra of Salmonella were compared to their serovars, pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) patterns, antibiotic resistance profiles, and MIC values. Pyrolysis mass spectra generated via metastable atom bombardment were analyzed by multivariate principal component-discriminant analysis and artificial neural networks (ANNs). Spectral patterns developed by discriminant analysis and tested with Leave-One-Out (LOO) cross-validation distinguished Salmonella strains by serovar (97% correct) and by PFGE groups (49%). An ANN model of the same PFGE groups was cross-validated, using the LOO rule, with 92% agreement. Using an ANN, thirty previously unseen spectra were correctly classified by serotype (97%) and at the PFGE level (67%). Attempts by ANN to model spectra grouped by resistance profile-but ignoring PFGE or serotype-failed (10% correct), but ANNs differentiating ten samples of the same serotype/PFGE class were more successful. To assess the information content of PyMS data serendipitously associated with or directly related to resistance character, the ten isolates were grouped into four, three, or two categories. The four categories corresponded to four resistance profiles. The four class and three class ANNs showed much improved but insufficient modeling power. The two-class ANN and a corresponding multivariate model maximized inferential power for a coarse antibiotic-resistance-related distinction. They each cross-validated by LOO at 90%. This is the first direct correlation of pyrolysis metastable atom bombardment mass spectrometry with immunological (e.g. serology) or molecular biology (e.g. PFGE) based techniques.